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Abstract6

The aim of this review was to analyse the pathophysiology of axonal degeneration in7

Guillainâ??”Barré syndrome (GBS) with emphasis on early stages (? 10 days after onset). An8

overview of experimental autoimmune neuritis (EAN) models is provided. Originally GBS and9

acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy were equated, presence of axonal10

degeneration being attributed to a ?bystander? effect. Afterwards, primary axonal GBS forms11

were reported, designated as acute motor axonal neuropathy/acute motorâ??”sensory axonal12

neuropathy. Revision of the first pathological description of axonal GBS indicates the13

coexistence of active axonal degeneration and demyelination in spinal roots, and pure14

Wallerian-like degeneration in peripheral nerve trunks. Nerve conduction studies are essential15

for syndrome subtyping, though their sensitivity is scanty in early GBS. Serum markers of16

axonal degeneration include increased levels of neurofilament light chain and presence of17

anti-ganglioside reactivity.18

19

Index terms— AIDP · AMAN · AMSAN · Axonal degeneration · Complement · Demyelination ·20
Eculizumab.21

1 Introduction22

uillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) is an acute-onset, postinfectious and immune-mediated disorder of the peripheral23
nervous system, which is currently divided into several subtypes based on electrodiagnostic, pathological and24
immunological criteria [1,2]. GBS includes at least four disease patterns: acute inflammatory demyelinating25
polyneuropathy (AIDP), acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN), acute motor-sensory axonal neuropathy26
(AMSAN) and Miller Fisher syndrome (MFS) [3]. Patients with AMAN or AMSAN frequently have serum27
antibodies against GM1 or GD1a, whereas reactivity against GQ1b occurs 80-95% of patients with MFS [4][5][6].28
Conversely, in ADIP, no consistent anti-ganglioside reactivity has been found. In Europe and North America,29
GBS is usually caused by AIDP, whereas in Asia (China, Japan and Bangladesh), a considerable number of GBS30
patients have AMAN [4,7]. In a detailed histological study of ventral spinal roots in 15 Japanese patients with31
GBS, 5 (33%) had predominantly axonal pathology [8]. Worthy of note is that two recent European GBS surveys,32
conducted in Italy and Spain, have demonstrated a substantial and unexpected proportion of axonal GBS cases,33
35% and 28.5%, respectively [9,10].34

According to GBS autopsy data, axonal degeneration in GBS may be primary or secondary to inflammatory35
demyelination in proximal nerve trunks [11]. Delimitation between primary and secondary axonopathy is not36
an easy task, quite often requiring serial nerve conduction studies (NCS) [12], and in fatal cases, adequate37
nerve sampling with use of immunocytochemistry, fibre teasing and plastic sections [13,14]. Imaging techniques38
(magnetic resonance imaging ??MRI] and ultrasonography [US]) have provided valuable guidance to delimitate39
the topography of nerve changes [11]. Certain known biological markers, presence of anti-ganglioside reactivity40
and elevated serum neurofilament light chain (sNfL) concentration may point to underlying axonal pathology in41
GBS [4,6,15]. Experimental autoimmune neuritis (EAN), a widely accepted model of GBS, has provided some42
important information regarding the pathogenesis of any GBS G subtype, and particularly the mechanisms of43
axonal degeneration [16].44
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Bearing in mind all of the above-mentioned considerations, the aim of this review was to critically analyse45
the pathophysiology of axonal degeneration in GBS with emphasis on initial stages of the disease, conventionally46
divided into two groups: early GBS (? 10 days after onset) and very early GBS (VEGBS; ? 4 days after onset).47
For a better pathophysiological understanding of axonal damage, an overview of EAN models will be provided.48

2 II.49

3 Selected Electrophysiological and Imaging Considerations in50

GBS51

In a serial electrophysiological evaluation of 70 AIDP patients, Albers and colleagues found that two of them, both52
with multiple serial NCS (5 and 8, respectively), showed axonal degeneration only [17]. At that time, Wallerian53
degeneration was a known epiphenomenon in EAN, which may represent a ”bystander” effect associated with54
inflammatory demyelination [18][19][20]. Electrophysiological criteria of GBS diagnosis have been in a state of55
constant flux providing an increasing accuracy for subtyping in the established disease [12,[21][22][23]. This is56
not the case of VEGBS where initial electrophysiology allows subtyping in just 20% of cases [24,25]; so low57
electrodiagnostic sensitivity relies on the fact that, at early stages of the disease, its pathologic background58
is neither demyelination nor Wallerian-like degeneration, but inflammatory oedema causing conduction failure59
(see below). The pathogenic role of inaugural inflammatory nerve oedema, leading to increased endoneurial60
fluid pressure (EFP) as a potential cause of axonal dysfunction, has been to a large extent overlooked. Such61
forgetfulness makes it difficult to accurately interpret early and subsequent electrophysiological and pathological62
events both in GBS and EAN [11,25].63

In recent times, several advances have added accuracy for GBS diagnosis. It is well known that histopatholog-64
ical changes in any early GBS subtype often predominate in proximal nerve trunks [11], their detection having65
been improved by means of electrophysiological measurement at Erb’s point [26], motor root conduction time66
[27], lumbar root stimulation [28] and triple stimulation technique (TST) [29]. Intriguingly in 6 AMAN patients,67
examined between days 1 and 6 (median, 4.5) and whose conventional NCS did not fulfil the electrophysiological68
criteria of GBS, TST demonstrated that all 6 patients had proximal conduction block situated between root69
emergences, namely ventral rami of spinal nerves and the Erb’s point [29]. Therefore, these electrophysiological70
features correlate extremely well with pathological and US studies showing that spinal nerves are a hotspot in71
any early GBS subtype (see below).72

Imaging techniques, including MRI and nerve US, have provided better topographic delineation of early changes73
in GBS [30][31][32][33]. Using post-contrast T1 sequences, MRI regularly (around 80% of scanned cases) shows74
cauda equina nerve root enhancement usually predominating in ventral roots [30,32]. The MRI series by Byun75
and colleagues included eight GBS patients, six of them with the pure motor subtype; two enhancement patterns76
were noted [31]: (i) one was enhancement of both anterior and posterior spinal nerve roots, which occurred77
in their two patients presenting with sensorimotor neuropathy; and (ii) the other one was enhancement of the78
anterior spinal roots, observed in the remaining six patients presenting with pure motor GBS, which is in good79
correlation with the pathological background of either demyelinating or axonal pure motor syndromes [34][35][36].80

Nerve US is a routine technique in the diagnosis of peripheral nervous system disorders [37]. In our US nerve81
studies, main early lesions relied on ventral rami of C5-C7 nerves, these occurring equally in patients categorized82
as axonal GBS or AIDP [25,33]. Figure 1 illustrates sonograms of C5-C7 nerves (day 5 after onset) in a severe83
GBS patient, aged 80 years, who died on day 9 (case 1 in reference [33]). In our series, only a minority of patients84
showed abnormal peripheral nerve sonograms, essentially restricted to proximal median and ulnar nerves. In a85
previous early GBS study, there was significant enlargement in all measured nerves, except the sural nerves [38].86
The obvious discrepancy calls for new US studies.87

4 a) GBS classic pathological hallmark88

Over the ensuing seven decades after its original description [39], GBS was regarded pathologically as a primary89
inflammatory demyelinating disease [40][41][42][43][44]. Autopsy studies in early GBS established that initial90
histological changes are characterized by endoneurial oedema, more prominent where motor and sensory roots91
joint to form the spinal nerve [40,45]. It is worthy of note that Haymaker and Kernohan [45] did not identify92
inflammatory cells until the course was well-advanced and, therefore, then they were regarded93
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as part of a reparative process. Contrariwise, Krücke [40] recognized that endoneurial infiltrates occurred as of95
24 h and were prominent as of the third day. Be that as it may, it should be noted that on traditional light96
microscopic study of GBS nerve biopsies, endoneurial mononuclear infiltration is visible in a minority of cases97
[46]; for an accurate detection of inflammatory cells, immunochemistry or thin sections are necessary [13,14]. The98
outstanding lesions of ventral rami of spinal nerves are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3.99

In their seminal clinical-pathological paper comprising 19 autopsy studies, Asbury and colleagues found that100
the common denominator in all cases was an inflammatory demyelinative neuritis marked by focal, perivascular,101
lymphocytic infiltrate, affecting any level of the peripheral nervous system [41]. These authors indicated that102
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varying amounts of Wallerian degeneration were also present, depending upon the intensity and destructiveness103
of lesions. They also suggested that, on the basis of the pathologic features of GBS and EAN, both disorders are104
a cell-mediated immunologic disorder, in which the peripheral nervous system, particularly myelin, is attacked105
by specificallysensitized lymphocytes, but stating ”that no oedema was observed in our series strengthens rather106
than weakens the homology between EAN and idiopathic polyneuritis”.107

6 b) Recognizing a distinct form of axonal GBS108

Identification of an axonal form of GBS can be chronologically divided in three steps, which are analysed below.109
First, a variant of GBS characterized by an acute axonal neuropathy was created by Feasby et al. [47] (for110

further details, see below). Not without lively debate and much controversy, the proposal of a primary axonal111
GBS subtype was accepted in the literature [34,[48][49][50][51][52][53][54]. It is worthy of note that the earliest112
axonal GBS report was probably case 2 by Asbury and colleagues presenting a pure motor semeiology [41].113
Three days after onset, autopsy revealed intense inflammatory lesions of ventral roots with prominent axonal114
retractions on silver staining; intriguingly, peripheral nerve trunks showed minimal changes. This patient, that115
had an influenza-like illness 10 days prior to admission, probably represents the first description of AMAN.116

Second, Yuki and colleagues reported severe pure motor GBS in two adult patients, following Campylobacter117
jejuni enteritis, whose electrophysiology indicated that the predominant process was axonal degeneration of motor118
nerves; in both cases, there were high titres of IgG antibody against GM1 ganglioside considered pathogenic by119
selective motor axon involvement [55]. Soon after, Gregson and colleagues reported the case of a 52-year-old120
patient presenting with an acute-onset purely motor neuropathy in upper arms and thighs, though previously121
he had severe aching pains in the neck [56] (see below for the mechanism of neuropathic pain in pure motor122
GBS). There were high titres of polyclonal serum antibody to GM1, GD1b, asialo-GM1 and lacto-N-tetraose.123
Electrophysiology showed normal motor conduction velocities (MCV) and normal distal motor latencies (DML),124
reduced compound muscle action potentials (CMAP) without evidence of conduction block and denervation on125
muscle sampling. Wisely, the authors commented on ”factors in favour of the pathophysiology being in part due126
to proximal conduction block with segmental demyelination at the root level would be the absence of F wave127
responses, the inflammatory cerebrospinal fluid changes and the relatively rapid recovery in the early stages of128
the disease. On the available evidence, it is not possible to distinguish the relative contribution of axonal versus129
demyelinating pathology further”. As argued in this paper, such comment remains as relevant as ever.130

Third, originally recognized under the rubric of Chinese paralytic syndrome, McKhann and colleagues reported131
36 patients from rural areas of northern China, aged from 15 months to 37 years (median 7 years), who were132
admitted during a 2-week period in August 1990 with acute paralytic disease, whose electrophysiology showed133
CMAP amplitude reduction and normal MCV [57]. The disorder was considered a type of reversible distal motor134
nerve terminal or anterior horn lesion; intriguingly, shortly after such distal motor nerve lesion would be confirmed135
[58,59]. A 4-week precedent illness occurred in 47% of patients. Worthy of note is that, despite being a pure136
motor syndrome, many patients had pain (see below). Two years later and under the rubric of AMAN, McKhann137
and colleagues reported the results of 10 autopsy studies showing non-inflammatory Wallerianlike degeneration of138
motor fibres in 5, demyelination in 3 and absence of lesions in 2 [35]. Afterwards, these histopathological features139
were reassessed in other seminal studies by the John’s Hopkins Group and Chinese collaborators (reviewed140
in reference [60]). High IgG and IgM antibody titres to Campylobacter jejuni were observed. The series141
comprised now 12 postmortem studies, lesions being categorized as follows: 3 AMAN, 3 AMSAN, 3 AIDP,142
and 3 exhibiting minimal pathology [30,36,[59][60][61][62][63]. AMSAN pattern was considered similar to that143
originally reported in axonal GBS [47]. In AMAN, the major pathological finding was extensive Wallerian-like144
degeneration of the ventral roots and, usually a lesser degree, of motor fibres within the peripheral nerves;145
the proportion of degenerating radicular fibres increased distally toward the ventral root exit from the dura146
where 80% of fibres were degenerating [35], namely maximal pathology occurred in spinal nerves. A prominent147
feature of axonal patterns was the early presence of macrophages within the periaxonal space, surrounding or148
displacing the axon, and surrounded by an intact myelin sheath with the presence of IgG and the complement149
C3d and C5b-9 (membrane attack complex [MAC]) [64]. The authors suggested that AMAN is an antibody-and150
complementmediated disorder in which relevant epitopes are present on the nodal and internodal axolemma.151
This notion was the starting point to create the new nosological category of nodo-paronodopathy encompassing152
various acute and chronic neuropathies Fig. ??: Pathological features in early AIDP (adapted from case 1 by153
Gallardo et al. [33]). a After being dissected down, macroscopic appearance of the right L5 spinal root, L5154
spinal ganglion and fifth lumbar spinal nerve. Whereas the pre-foraminal root shows normal morphology, as of155
the vertebral foramen (VF) note visible nerve enlargement. b Semithin cross-section of L5 ventral root, taken156
1 cm above its entrance to the VF, showing that the density of myelinated fibres is preserved (Toluidine blue;157
original magnification × 100 before reduction). c Semithin cross-section of the ventral ramus of the fifth lumbar158
nerve, taken at its emergence trough intervertebral foramen, showing widespread endoneurial oedema, which is159
more conspicuous in septum adjacent areas (arrows) and subperineurial areas (asterisks); such oedema results160
in a spacing out phenomenon giving an observer the false impression of reduced density of myelinated fibres161
(Toluidine blue; original magnification × 65 before reduction). d High-power view of the L5 ventral root showing162
preservation of the density of myelinated fibres with occasional presence of mononuclear cells arrow and a fibre163
exhibiting myelin vacuolization (asterisk). e High-power view of the sub-septum area arrowed in C. Note the164
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7 C) ORIGINAL DESCRIPTION OF AXONAL GBS: ONLY AXONAL
PATHOLOGY?

presence of florid inflammatory oedema with numerous mononuclear cells (arrows), fibres with inappropriately165
thin myelin sheaths (asterisk), and fibres exhibiting myelin vacuolation (arrowhead). Having in mind the spacing166
out phenomenon, there is reduced density of myelin fibres in comparison with L5 ventral root and sciatic nerve167
(previous and next images) (Toluidine blue; original magnification ×630 before reduction). f Semithin section of168
sciatic nerve showing some demyelinated axons (white arrows), fibres with vacuolar degeneration (arrowheads),169
and widespread but discreet endoneurial oedema more marked in subperineurial areas (asterisks) with presence170
of monuclear cells (black arrows) (Toluidine blue; original magnification × 630 before reduction) associated with171
anti-ganglioside antibodies that share a common pathogenic mechanism of dysfunction/ disruption at the node172
of Ranvier [65].173

7 c) Original description of axonal GBS: only axonal pathology?174

The series by Feasby and colleagues consisted of five patients, who showed severe clinical picture and electrically175
inexcitable motor nerves [47]. One patient (case 1) died, and 3 of the 4 survivors exhibited poor recovery.176
Pathological study was done in case 1. Nerve inexcitability, recorded on day 3 after onset in case 1 and on day177
2 in case 4, was attributed to axonal degeneration [47,53,54]. However, such interpretation is questionable given178
that in Wallerian degeneration motor-evoked responses amplitudes are reduced by 50% at 3 to 5 days after injury,179
the responses being absent by day 9 [66]. Retrospectively, three alternative pathophysiological explanations could180
be considered here:181

? First, accepting that we are confronted with a primary axonal process, so very early nerve inexcitablity could182
be due to distal motor conduction block induced by antiganglioside antibodies [4]; at that time, however, the183
pathogenic role of such antibodies in axonal GBS was unknown. ? Second, one could argue distal demyelinating184
conduction block [58,67], but again this interpretation is questionable since autopsy studies in VEGBS have185
shown that incipient demyelination, preceded by nerve inflammatory oedema, usually appears as of day 5, florid186
demyelination settling down later on [11,40,45]. ? The third pathophysiological mechanism is ischemic neuropathy187
to be addressed later.188

Feasby and colleagues carried out a detailed autopsy study in their case 1 [47]. This patient was a 64year-old189
woman presenting with ascending weakness and paresthesiae over the course of several hours. Next morning, there190
was are flexic tetraplegia and bulbar palsy requiring mechanical ventilation. She died on day 28. Tissue sampling191
included central nervous system, nerve roots and peripheral nerves, whereby conventional neuropathological192
examination was undertaken complemented with semithin and thin sections, and fibre teasing. Pathological193
features are summarized as follows: ”severe axonal degeneration in nerve roots and distal nerves without194
inflammation or demyelination.” According to the authors, macrophages containing myelin debris were common,195
but few scattered lymphocytes were observed; there was no perivascular cuffing with inflammatory cells, and196
there was minimal endoneurial oedema; it is worth noting that their Fig. ??, corresponding to a transverse197
semithin section of the deep peroneal nerve, shows a phenomenon of spacing out of myelinated fibres probably198
due to endoneurial oedema, particularly prominent in subperineurial areas (on the bottom of the image). On199
fibre teasing, done in deep peroneal and superficial peroneal nerves but not in lumbar roots, the main finding200
was axonal degeneration.201

With colleagues, I reported a severe case of pure motor GBS, died on day 29 after onset, whose pathological202
background was macrophage-associated demyelination of ventral roots with secondary axonal degeneration [34].203
At that time, we compared our pathological findings with those reported by Feasby et al. [47] concluding204
as follows: ”We have observed, however, an apparent similarity between our pathological findings on transverse205
sections of ventral root and those illustrated in Feasby’s work (cf our Fig. ?? and their Fig. 2). Certainly without206
teased fiber preparation, semithin longitudinal sections, and ultrastructural study we would have overlooked207
the relevance of segmental demyelination and remyelination. In fact, 24% of teased fibres from L5 ventral root208
exhibited de-remyelination, and this percentage might have been substantially greater at the onset of symptoms if209
we assume that demyelination precedes axonal degeneration.” These two mentioned images are reproduced in Fig.210
4; note that in Feasby’s Axonal Degeneration in Guillain-Barré Syndrome: A Reappraisal material together with211
active axonal degeneration, there are also signs of evident demyelination including widespread vesicular dissolution212
of myelin that by then had already been recognized as an elementary lesion in demyelinating GBS [42][43][44];213
afterwards, it was demonstrated that vesicular dissolution is seen before the invasion of macrophages into myelin,214
and is the predominant change in the subject with symptoms for 3 days [63]. Consequently, the question arises as215
to whether such radicular axonal degeneration is primary or secondary to inflammatory demyelination. Although216
there is no exact response, what we now know is that axonal GBS may result from a proximal demyelinating217
process with secondary axonal degeneration [33,[68][69][70]. Furthermore and accepting that Feasby’s case 2 might218
be categorized retrospectively as AMSAN (see above), the presence of demyelinating lesions could be accounted219
for by the fact that peripheral nerve myelin contains many glycolipids and gangliosides that are important220
antigens for antibody responses [71]. Concerning pathology in AMSAN, Griffin and colleagues wisely indicate221
that ”there were rare but unequivocal examples of demyelinated internodes with intact axonal and lipid nearby222
filled macrophages. Definite but rare patches containing scattered lymphocytes were identified in spinal roots223
by immunohistochemistry and plastic sections. There was oedema in the subperineurial and endoneurial spaces224
in regions with numerous degenerating fibres? Strictly speaking, these cases are neither non-demyelinating nor225
noninflammatory, but rather predominantly axonal and minimally inflammatory [3].” In short, separation between226
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AIDP and axonal GBS does not seem absolute, a fact already suggested by the heterogeneity of pathological227
background of the Chinese paralytic syndrome, encompassing AMAN/AMSAN, AIDP, or even minimal changes228
[36].229

8 d) Axonal pathology in demyelinating models of EAN230

Wallerian degeneration was already reported in the original EAN induced by the injection of peripheral nervous231
tissue and adjuvants [72], which were soon after correlated with a ”bystander” effect (see above).232

In a model of EAN passively induced in Lewis rats by intravenous injection of T line cells specific for bovine P233
2 myelin protein, Izumo and colleagues reported serial animal semiology and detailed pathological changes [73].234
The first signs of clinical disease, a flaccid tail and weakness of the hindlimbs started between 3.5 and 4 days235
postinoculation (pi), which rapidly progressed to a peak (flaccid paraplegia and forelimb paresis) between days236
7 and 9. On day 4 pi, the first pathological change was marked oedema with or without cellular infiltrates in the237
sciatic nerve and lumbosacral nerve roots. On day 5, extensive, disseminated lesions were observed in the sciatic238
nerve, these being more severe and advanced proximally; they consisted of marked oedema, cellular infiltrates239
(granulocytes and mononuclear cells), and perivascular cuffs not only in the endoneurial space but also in the240
epineurium. At this time, no evidence of the characteristic changes observed in peripheral demyelination could241
be observed. Between days 7 and 9 pi, while inflammatory oedema declined, there appeared florid demyelination;242
independent of this, there were some nerve fibres showing distinct axonal Axonal Degeneration in Guillain-Barré243
Syndrome: A Reappraisal degeneration. Between days 14 and 20 pi, inflammatory oedema subsided, and the244
lesions were composed of advanced demyelination and axonal degeneration. An overview of their tabulated245
morphological findings indicates that initial inflammatory oedema predominated in sciatic/femoral nerves and246
lumbosacral nerve roots, late demyelination is almost widespread, and marked axonal degeneration is almost247
restricted to sciatic/femoral nerves.248

Concerning the exact mechanism of axonal degeneration in EAN, the authors commented on the possible249
”bystander damage”, though they wisely proposed the pathogenic role of ischemia, given that in their histological250
material marked axonal degeneration was observed just 1 to 2 days after intense endoneurial oedema.251

In the same previous P 2 -EAN model, Heininger and colleagues carried electrophysiological studies after252
injection of graded doses of freshly activated T cells, 10 6 (lower dose) and 2 × 10 6 (higher dose) [74]. The253
severity of the electrophysiological changes correlated with severity of the clinical disease and was dependent254
on the number of P 2 -specific T cells transferred. As might have been expected in a demyelinating disorder,255
injection with lower T cell dose resulted in slowing of motor and sensory nerve conduction parameters over days256
4 to 7 pi. Conversely, injection of higher dose induced fulminant paraplegia on day 4 pi, and complete conduction257
failure in peripheral nerves and roots within 24 h, which the authors attributed to severe axonal damage at the258
root level. Against this proposal, it can be argued that in Wallerian degeneration, motor nerve inexcitabilty does259
not occur till day 9 after nerve transection [66]; an alternative pathophysiological interpretation will be addressed260
below.261

Using residue 53-78 (SP26) of bovine P 2 myelin protein, Hahn and colleagues induced EAN in Lewis rats [75].262
At low peptide dose (25 or 50 ?g), scattered pathological changes (demyelination, inflammation and oedema)263
were observed in lumbosacral roots and sciatic nerves; there was no axonal degeneration. At higher peptide dose264
(75 or 100 ?g), lumbosacral roots showed very active inflammatory demyelination without axonal degeneration,265
while sciatic nerves exhibited similar signs of inflammatory oedema and almost total axonal destruction. The266
authors argued that axonal degeneration occurred only with high doses of antigen and in association with very267
active mononuclear inflammation, but they did not address the blatant discrepancy of axonal changes between268
spinal roots and sciatic nerves. A few years later, in a clinicalpathological study of a fulminant GBS patient269
with inexcitable nerves, we also reported a different framework: almost pure demyelination in spinal roots and270
predominantly Wallerian-lile degeneration in peripheral nerve trunks [67]. It is worthy of note that the Canadian271
group had reported a centrofascicular pattern of axonal degeneration in the sciatic nerves, which was rightly272
correlated with possible endoneurial ischemia [76].273

Inflammatory oedema and increased EFP of sciatic nerve are changes initially detected in early EAN induced274
in Lewis rats with intradermal inoculation of an emulsion of peripheral nerve in complete Freund’s adjuvant [77].275
Several years later, the same American group re-examined the issue in Lewis rats by inoculation with autoreactive276
T cell lines sensitized to residue 57-81 of P 2 myelin protein [78]. Both oedema and inflammation in sciatic nerves277
paralleled the time of the EFP increase, reaching peak levels at 7 days pi and declining to near-normal values278
after 11 days. Intriguingly, axonal damage appeared at the height of the inflammatory process, when oedema and279
increased EFP were maximal, which are believed ”to stretch the perineurium and constrict the transperineurial280
microcirculation, compromising nerve blood flow and producing the potential for ischemic nerve injury”. In AIDP,281
this pathogenic proposal was corroborated with further description of peripheral nerve trunks (ventral rami of282
lumbar roots and lumbosacral trunk) showing centrofascicular or wedge-shaped regions with marked loss of large283
myelinated fibres, which are characteristic of nerve ischemia [69,79] (Fig. 5).284

Finally and continuing with adoptive transfer of P 2 -EAN, L5 root histological study at peak disease (day 6)285
showed inflammation with a mean number of demyelinated axons of 79/mm 2 (0.7% of the total number), and a286
mean number of degenerating axons of 121/mm 2 (1.0% of the total) [80]; certainly, such low percentage of nerve287
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9 E) AXONAL PATHOLOGY IN EAN INDUCED BY ANTI-GANGLIOSIDE

fibre degeneration does not seem sufficient to explain maximal neurologic deficit (complete limb paralysis). Once288
again, these findings give strong support to the pathogenic role of inaugural inflammatory oedema.289

9 e) Axonal pathology in EAN induced by anti-ganglioside290

antibodies EAN models mediated by antibodies against glycolipids, either demyelinating or axonal, have recently291
been reviewed [16,81]. I will focus on selected EAN studies resulting in early Wallerian-like degeneration.292

Yuki and colleagues developed an AMAN model in rabbits after administering bovine brain ganglioside (BBG)293
or GM1 with Freund’s complete adjuvant (CFA) [82]. Both experiments resulted in flaccid limb weakness of acute294
onset. In peripheral nerves, there was Wallerian-like degeneration, macrophage invasion and endoneurial oedema295
(see their Fig. 1c), with neither lymphocytic infiltration nor demyelination. IgG was deposited on the axons of296
the anterior roots that apparently exhibit lesser degree of axonal degeneration than that of sciatic nerves (cf.297
their Fig. 1c and d). The protocol used by Yuki and colleagues was severely criticized, as repeated injection298
CFA they used could lead to systemic inflammatory response that contributed to the success of the model [83].299
A few years later, Moyano and colleagues validated the Yuki’s rabbit model of axonal neuropathy induced by300
immunization with gangliosides [84]. Interestingly, the authors carried out five different experiments during a301
period of two years by different operator, using different batches of drugs, in a total of 26 rabbits. A serious302
objection to this paper is interpretation of their Fig. ??c, semithin section of sciatic nerve, from a rabbit303
immunized with BBG/Cronassial©/Keyhole limpet hemocyanine, which is described as follows: ”note that fibres304
with axonal degeneration (arrows)”, when the great majority of myelinated fibres (around 120 in this image) show305
normal axons sometimes surrounded by myelin with plumping appearance (just the two arrowed fibres exhibiting306
myelin collapse suggest active axonal degeneration). There are several endoneurial lipid-laden macrophages. I307
am persuaded that a diagnosis of axonal neuropathy cannot be accepted without reserve; quite to the contrary,308
I would suggest that the observed histological changes point to a primary demyelinating process.309

Susuki and colleagues provided an AMAN model in rabbits immunized with BBG or GM1, which included310
the presence of macrophages in the periaxonal space, and IgG deposited on nerve root axons. Initial lesions311
were located mainly on nerve roots, as in AMAN (see above) [85]. Electrophysiology showed that distal motor312
conduction was preserved, whereas F wave latency could be absent or exceptionally delayed. As wisely indicated313
by the authors, this electrophysiological finding may indicate demyelination, remyelination, or a wide-paranodes,314
consistent with the pathology of nerve root specimens. Subsequently, the authors examined the molecular315
organizations of nodes in this same EAN model associated with antiGM1 antibodies [86]. At the acute phase with316
progressing animal limb weakness, Na v channel clusters were disrupted or disappeared at abnormally lengthened317
nodes concomitant with deposition of IgG and complement; paranodal axoglial structures were also disrupted.318
The nodal molecules disappear in lesions with complement deposition but not in association with macrophagic319
infiltration. During recovery, complement deposition at nodes decreased, and Na v channels redistributed on320
both sides of affected nodes. In short, these findings give strong support to the notion that AMAN is a disease321
that specifically disrupts the nodes of Ranvier.322

Using a rabbit EAN model, Yuki and colleagues verified that carbohydrate mimicry between GM1 and323
the Campylobacter jejuni lipooligosaccharide induces the production of pathogenic autoantibodies, and the324
development of axonal GBS [87]. Although the antecedent of Campylobacter jejuni infection and GBS,325
particularly AMAN/AMSAN, is well established, the concordance between disease in humanbeings and domestic326
animals, suffering from such infection, is less clear. Li and colleagues analysed the occurrence of spontaneous327
paralytic neuropathy induced by Campylobacter infection in five chicken flocks, whose farm families had recently328
developed GBS [88]. The only two paralyzed chickens showing florid Wallerian-like degeneration in sciatic nerve329
belonged to a flock whose farmer had AIDP. The Willison’s Group extended EAN studies focusing on the motor330
terminal as target site, using both MFS-associated anti-GQ1b antibodies, and AMANassociated anti-GM1 and331
-GD1a antibodies [6,12,89,90]. The authors demonstrated that the motor terminal is indeed a vulnerable site332
for anti-ganglioside antibody attack that resulted in complement fixation. Deposition of MAC pores would333
allow uncontrolled calcium ingress triggering a sequence of destructive events, including calpain activation, with334
subsequent paralysis. Undoubtedly, such biological events represent the basis of distal nerve conduction block335
or RCF reported in AMAN (see above). Nevertheless, the hypothesis that anti-GM1 or -GD1a antibodies336
alter the presynaptic motor nerve terminal at the neuromuscular junction has not entirely been supported337
by axonal-stimulating single-fibre electromyography studies. While Spaans and colleagues reported increased338
jitter and intermittent blocking of muscle fibre action potentials to a varying degree in all 9 examined GBS339
patients in the acute stage of illness [91], Kuwabara and colleagues found normal jitter in all 23 GBS patients,340
13 of them categorized as AMAN [92]. Furthermore, in early axonal GBS, Brown and colleagues carried out341
electrophysiological recording of M responses in several motor nerves advancing the site of stimulation closer to342
the point motor [93]. Particularly illustrative is their Fig. 1 showing changes in the extensor digitorum brevis343
maximum M potentials in response to supramaximal stimulation of the deep (anterior) tibial nerve at 20, 40,344
60, 80 and 100 mm proximal to the innervation zone. The greatest M amplitude is that obtained with most345
distal stimulation. So, this electrophysiological study points to failure, not in terminal motor segments but in346
pre-terminal ones.347

In the context of experimental gangliosideinduced neuromuscular synaptopathy [90], ex vivo and in vivo348
nerve-muscle preparations exposed to antiganglioside antibodies have revealed that peri-synaptic Schawnn cells349
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rapidly become phagocytic and engulf axonal debris [94]. Intriguingly, in proximal nerve trunks of patients died350
with AIDP harbouring secondary axonal degeneration, we have reported large myelinated fibres with apparently351
normal myelin sheath that surrounded a dark content often with a light core [69,70], bringing to mind dark swollen352
axons [95,96] (Fig. 6). Ultrastructural study revealed, however, that dark areas corresponded not to swollen axons353
but to ridges of adaxonal Schwann cells replete with degenerated organelles; axons, though sometimes attenuated,354
were preserved. Comparable Schwann cell/axon interactions had been reported in other neuropathies and likely355
represent a nonspecific mechanism by which the Schwann cell clears debris and help maintain the integrity of the356
axon under normal and pathologic conditions [97].357

10 f) Topography of initial GBS lesions: pathophysiological358

considerations359

As aforementioned, in any GBS subtype, early lesions predominate in spinal roots and spinal nerves; furthermore,360
in ganglioside-mediated EAN, the outstanding early finding is nerve terminal damage. As a whole, this is so361
because blood-nerve interface is less efficient in several important structures in the peripheral nervous system,362
including from the spinal cord to rootnerve junction (spinal nerve), dorsal root ganglia and neuromuscular363
junctions [98,99]. Variations in permeability between such areas are presumably important for the distribution364
of lesions caused by various blood-borne agents of a toxic, immunologic or infectious nature [100], as is the case365
of GBS and EAN.366

Knowledge of the microscopic anatomy of the peripheral nervous system is essential for an adequate367
understanding of the pathogenic relevance of early pathological events in GBS [101]. Spinal roots traverse368
the subarachnoid space covered by an elastic multicellular root sheath derived from the arachnoid and penetrate369
the dura at the subarachnoid angle. As of the subarachnoid angle, where motor and sensory roots join to form370
the spinal nerve, dura mater is in continuity with epineurium, whereas the arachnoid turns into perineurium.371
Therefore, intrathecal nerve roots are covered by an elastic root sheath, whereas spinal nerves and more distant372
nerve trunks till their preterminal segments possess epi-perineurium that is relatively inelastic. Conceivably,373
initial inflammatory oedema may be accommodated in intrathecal nerve roots enlarging their size but without374
this implying significant increase of EFP. Conversely, in nerve trunks surrounded by epi-perineurium, such oedema375
may cause a critical elevation of EFP that constricts transperineurial vessels by stretching the perineurium beyond376
the compliance limits, which lead to ischemic conduction failure, and eventually to Wallerian-like degeneration377
[11]. Although this phenomenon may occur in any segment of peripheral nerve trunks, pathological and US378
studies indicate that spinal nerves are the hotspot in any early GBS subtype, thus explaining the high prevalence379
of electrophysiological changes pointing to pathology in proximal nerve segments (see above and Fig. ??). In380
any case, inflammatory oedema is also a histological feature of intermediate and pre-terminal nerve segments,381
potential cause of partial conduction block, nerve inexcitability or RCF [67,69] (see Fig. ??).382

11 g) Neurofilament light chain concentration and GBS383

Neurofilament light chain (NfL) is a neuronal cytoplasmic protein highly expressed in large calibre myelinated384
axons. Its levels increase in cerebrospinal fluid and serum (sNfL) proportionally to the degree of axonal damage385
in a variety of neurological disorders, including inflammatory, neurodegenerative, traumatic and cerebrovascular386
diseases [102].387

Altmann and colleagues recently reported sNfL concentrations in 27 GBS patients, 17 being categorized as388
AIDP, 5 as primary axonal GBS, and the remaining 5 as equivocal [15]. Serum samples were obtained within389
5 days after onset. The median sNfL concentration in GBS patients on admission was 85.5 pg/ml versus 9.1390
pg/ml in controls. High sNfL levels correlated with poor outcome, but, intriguingly, no significant differences391
were observed between AIDP and primary axonal GBS. Wisely, the authors commented on that ”though sample392
size is too small to draw any conclusions, we believe that sNfLs are elevated even in primarily demyelinating393
disease which might be attributed to axonal damage below the threshold detectable by nerve electrophysiology.394
Neurophysiology may not represent what is really happening at the pathology level”. Although agreeing with395
this assertion, I wish to propose that so very early sNfL elevations might be associated with inflammatory396
oedema with subsequent ischemic endoneurial events mainly occurring in proximal nerve trunks, which may397
cause conduction failure and eventually Wallerian-like degeneration. Detection of such pathologic hallmark calls398
for further ultrasonographic or special electrophysiological studies (see above). Furthermore, in very early AMAN,399
there may be a dual mechanism of muscle weakness and elevation of sNfL: ganglioside-mediated distal motor400
conduction block implying axonal dysfunction and potential Wallerian-like degeneration; and (ii) conduction401
block at ventral rami of spinal nerves caused by above-mentioned endoneurial ischemia [69].402

12 Therapeutic Considerations403

GBS treatment is based upon the use of either intravenous high doses of human immunoglobulin (IVIG) or404
plasmapheresis [1,2]. The rationale of both treatments is their capacity to remove pathogenic antibodies.405

New complement inhibitors successfully prevented damage by anti-GQ1b antibodies at mouse neuromuscular406
junctions [103,104]. Eculizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody against terminal complement protein C5 that407
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15 CONCLUSION

inhibits terminal complement activation, is an effective therapy for paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria [105].408
All these data were the rationale for trials with eculizumab in GBS [106]. Regrettably, a recent meta-analysis of409
two trials comparing eculizumab and placebo demonstrated uncertain results [107].410

As already stated, inflammatory oedema is pathogenic in early stages of GBS and EAN; in this regard, timely411
comment is made by Powell and Myers [108], ”whereas brain edema is universally understood as a medical412
emergency, the destructive impact on the peripheral nervous system of endoneurial edema is less appreciated.413
Measures to inhibit edema and to ameliorate its effects have potential importance in protecting nerve fibers from414
ischemic injury”. Given the narrow therapeutic window to avoid the impact of oedema on axons, such measures415
should be implemented as soon as possible, including the use of boluses of intravenous methylprednisolone in416
subgroups with severe early GBS.417

13 Medical418

14 a) Pain in pure motor GBS including AMAN419

Asbury and Fields distinguished two major forms of neuropathic pain: (i) dysesthetic pain (ie, causalgia, small420
nerve neuropathy and post-herpetic neuralgia); and (ii) nerve trunk pain (eg, spinal nerve compression and421
inflammatory neuritis including GBS) [109].422

In the original AMAN description [57], it is stated that ”many patients had neck and back stiffness and pain;423
one father said that his son seemed as though he had a rod up his spine” (their composed Fig. 1 is an impressive424
picture displaying weakness of neck flexor muscles and displaying resistance to passive neck flexion).425

In a series of 55 consecutive GBS patients, 49 (89%) described pain during the course of their illness; in around426
half of them, it was described as excruciating [110]. Back and leg pain was commonly exacerbated by straight427
leg raising, which provides indirect evidence that traction on inflamed nerve roots could be responsible for some428
of the pain. The authors argued that irritation of the nervi nervorum, which innervates nerve trunks, may also429
refer pain to the paraspinal region via dorsal rami of spinal nerves.430

Ruts and colleagues described that a high proportion of GBS patients with pure motor neuropathy reported431
pain, mostly localized in the extremities, and sometimes referred to as severe pain [111]. The authors proposed432
that pain in the acute phase of pure motor GBS is likely of nociceptive origin, probably due to activation of nervi433
nervorum. In the IGOS study, 77 (62%) of 125 patients from Bangladesh reported pain at the entry; worthy of434
note is that 74 (69%) of them had pure motor GBS [7].435

Based on our sonographic and autopsy studies (see above), we offered an alternative pathophysiological436
explanation for acute pain in pure motor GBS/AMAN: early inflammatory oedema, located in the anterior spinal437
roots at the vertebral foramina entrance, the ventral rami of spinal nerves or both, could involve abutting dorsal438
rami, thus causing nerve trunk pain referred to their innervation territories, from neck to buttocks, eventually439
accompanied by neck and back stiffness [112].440

Therapy of nerve trunk pain in GBS includes the use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, simple441
analgesics, parental opioids, or even epidural morphine [110]; in spite of their combined use, pain may remain442
intractable. There have been at least 13 welldocumented GBS patients with severe backache and rapid response443
to steroids (reviewed in reference [11]).444

In a randomized placebo-controlled study of 223 GBS patients, methylprednisolone had no significant effect445
on the presence and intensity of pain [113]. Given that this series included only 10 patients with radicular pain,446
wisely, the authors concluded that this number is too small to conclude about a possible favourable effect of447
methylprednisolone on this type of pain in GBS. Be that as it may, there appears to be an area of potential448
further therapeutic study.449

IV.450

15 Conclusion451

The analysis of GBS and EAN data allows for drawing the following conclusions:452
? Both in severe AIDP and P 2 -induced EAN, the pathologic background may be divergent: pure453

demyelination in intrathecal spinal roots, and a combination of Wallerian-like degeneration and demyelination in454
more distant nerve trunks. ? Initial pathogenic lesion in AIDP and P 2 -induced EAN is inflammatory oedema455
mainly involving proximal nerve trunks, particularly spinal nerves. In nerve trunks pos-sessing epi-perineurium,456
such oedema may increase EFP causing nerve ischemia with conduction failure and eventually Wallerian-like457
degeneration accompanying demyelination. Having this in mind, serial NCS studies seem to be necessary for458
accurate GBS subtyping. Imaging techniques help delineate the topography of lesions. ? Revision of the459
original description of the axonal form of GBS strongly suggests that its pathologic background consists of a460
divergent pathology: demyelination and axonal degeneration in spinal roots, and pure axonal degeneration in461
more distant nerve trunks. ? In AMAN, Wallerian-like degeneration also predominates at the ventral root exit462
from the dura, namely in spinal nerves. Therefore, spinal nerve is an ultrasonographic and pathological hotspot463
in any GBS subtype. ? In ganglioside-induced axonal EAN, there may be demyelinating changes; consequently,464
separation between axonal and demyelination patterns does not seem to be absolute. In ganglioside-induced EAN,465
neuromuscular synaptopathy promotes a repair phenomenon from the perisynaptic Schwann cells. Similar features466
act on AIDP with secondary axonal damage, where proximal nerve trunks may exhibit exuberant proliferation467
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of adaxonal Schwann cell cytoplasm. ? Knowledge of the microscopic anatomy of the peripheral nervous system468
and the variable efficiency of the blood-nerve barrier is essential for an accurate understanding of the topographic469
distribution of lesions both in GBS and EAN.470

? There may be a potential therapeutic role of boluses of methylprednisolone in early severe GBS patients, or471
those with intractable pain.
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